
UA Learn Enrollment Disablement 
Problem Solving Analysis 

Event Occurrence: October 6, 2017 

Background 
Nearly all enrollments from the 201702 and 201703 terms were disabled during the normal course of 
automated enrollment processing. This resulted in students and instructors in the 201703 term not 
being able to reach their courses for between 3 and 4 hours on October 6, 2017. Students in the 
non-active term 201702 term were not able to reach their courses for almost 48 hours.  

Break Down of the Problem 
Blackboard deprecated the use of the snapshot utility for doing enrollment, course, and user population 
for Blackboard Learn. As a result when UA Learn was being deployed, new automation was written 
around Blackboard’s SIS integration. Automated enrollment processing for UA Learn runs every 5 
minutes and handles both adds and removes. 
 
The SIS automation handles several common error cases, but has not addressed invalid or 0 length 
feeds. 
 
Incomplete feeds from Banner were processed as complete feeds, resulting in enrollments being 
disabled. 

Target State / Goal  
Incomplete feeds from Banner will not be processed.  There must be a way to determine if the feed file 
from Banner is complete. A footer line at the bottom of the file with information such as the number of 
records in the feed and that the feed generation program completed successfully could be used. 
 
Complete but possibly erroneous feeds will raise an alarm and not be processed. Upon inspection of 
the alarm, if the feed is determined to be accurate, the feed will be processed as normal. 

Root Cause Analysis  
AppManager jobs aborted due to lack of free space on the /user file system of the Banner database 
cluster, Talkeetna.  An on-call response was initiated when monitoring detected the Banner file system 
was filled; however, there was a previously unmapped dependency between the UA Learn system and 
Banner system. The Banner file system incident was worked independently and at a lower priority due 
to the unknown UA Learn dependence.  The aborted AppManager job resulted in partial UA Learn 

feeds that didn’t properly reflect actual existing enrollments in Banner.  The file system issue was 
resolved by 22:30 that evening, 10/6/17.  
 
At 7:43pm and 7:45pm, the partial feeds were retrieved by the enrollment processing scripts.  As no 
validation steps existed to validate if feeds are complete, they were processed normally. This resulted in 
the absence of enrollments being treated as drops in the banner feed and users disabled in Blackboard. 
Once AppManager jobs were not scp-ed successfully, initial error checking for failed transfers of feeds 
did successfully abort the enrollment processing. 
 
As part of the resolution, a manual add feed was run for 201703, and then the automated processing 
was disabled for enrollments until the AppManager job problem could be identified and corrected.  This 
resulted in enrollments for 201702 not being automatically restored when AppManager provided 
complete feeds again from Banner data. A manual run of 201702 was run later after it was reported that 
those enrollments were also disabled. 
 
For a Full timeline see 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16qMPYH0NNhPuMd-8wV71vj3MJg9O_CAdRy6BYHhOA8I 

Develop Countermeasures  
1. There must be a way to validate if a feed is complete. Currently there is a footer at the bottom of 

the feed with the number of records.  We can add logic to check for this footer and validate that 
the footer exists, and the number of records match the footer. 

2. A threshold check should be implemented that prevents a mass removal of enrollments in the 
case that countermeasure 1 fails to catch an issue that also results in the removal of all 
enrollments. 

3. The Banner /users file system will now be prioritised as a critical incident when filled. 
4. Critical dependencies will be better mapped between the UA Learn and Banner systems. 

Implementation of Countermeasures 
1. Check for and validation of feed footer to be complete by 10/09/2017 
2. A threshold / sanity check for number of drops to be complete by 10/13/2017 
3. On call expectations updated with applicable staff completed on 10/09/17 
4. Upstream / downstream map between EAS, TS, & SE scheduled for week of 10/16/17 

Follow Up / Review 
10/09/2017 - Counter measures have been implemented. See PR1 and PR3, and Card 557810515. UA 
Learn team was emailed the information at 5:15PM. 
10/16/2017 - Validate that the two counter measures have been working as planned at the Weekly UA 
Learn meeting. 
10/23/2017 - EAS, TS, & SE management will review dependency map and initiate additional actions as 
determined.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/16qMPYH0NNhPuMd-8wV71vj3MJg9O_CAdRy6BYHhOA8I
https://github.alaska.edu/SIBL/sis-integration/pull/1
https://github.alaska.edu/SIBL/sis-integration/pull/3
https://ualaska.leankit.com/card/557810515

